Many applications require the retrieval of all words from a fixed dictionary D, that are "close" to some input string. This paper defines a theoretical framework to study the performance of algorithms for this problem, and provides a basic algorithmic approach. It is shown that a certain class of algorithms, which we call D -oblivious algorithms, can not be optimal both in space and time. This is done by proving a lower bound on the trade08 between the space and time complexities of D -oblivious algorithms. Several algorithms for this problem are presented, and their performance is compared to that of "Ispell", the standard speller of Unix. On the Webster English dictionary our algorithms are shown to be faster than "Ispell" by a significant factor, while incurring only a small cost in space.
Introduction
Many applications require the retrieval of all words from a fixed dictionary D, that are "close" to some query string. In some cases the query string may be erroneous, and the task is to identify all possible corrections. In other cases, the goal is to list all words related in a certain way to the query. We will refer to this as the Approximate Query Retrieval problem. This problem can arise in many different fields. The most obvious examples come from spellers and speechrecognizers, while variations of the problem can be found in fields such as the analysis of DNA sequences and proteins in Chemistry and Biology and even the study of bird-singing (see [SKI for a detailed description of these and many more applications). The problem of string matching with k-differences defined by Landau and Vishkin ([LVl] ) reminds the approximate query retrieval problem. In [LVl] a text *The research was supported in part by the Yeshaya Horowits Association.
I and a pattern are given, and the goal is to find all occurrences of the pattern in the text, each with at most k differences. Algorithms for string matching typically scan the whole text for each pattern (see [LVl] , [LV2] ). This approach may be used also for approximate query retrieval when the size, 1 0 1 , of the dictionary is small enough. Then it is feasible to search all the dictionary for all the alternative similar words of a given input word. However, when the dictionary is large, a more efficient approach is required. Although there are many practical applications to the approximate query retrieval problem, only limited theoretical research has been done so far. One of the main contributions of this paper is to define a theoretical framework to study algorithms for this problem, and provide a basic algorithmic approach.
Informally, we are given a dictionary of words D over some alphabet E. We consider algorithms that store D in buckets, where each word may be mapped to one or more buckets, and preprocessing of D is allowed.
Then the algorithm should be able to answer queries of the sort "What are all the words in D at some given bounded distance from a query word U?". The sequence of buckets probed by the algorithm in order to answer a given query U, will be called the search sequence of U . An algorithm for which the mapping of words into buckets and the search sequences are fixed for any dictionary D, will be called D-oblivious. Such algorithms are of course preferred, since they are usually easier to design and implement. But more important they are able to handle a dynamically changing dictionary D, without having to change the data structure every time a word is added to D or deleted from it.
However, we show that no D -oblivious algorithm can be both space optimal (i.e., use space 1 0 1 ) and time optimal (i.e., answer a query in time linear in the answer size). Furthermore, we give a lower bound on the tradeoff between the space and time complexities of such algorithms (see Section 3). Optimal space Doblivious algorithms are further studied in [DHLNP] .
More efficient algorithms must therefore take into account the size of the dictionary D and the distribution of words in D. For example, in Chemistry and Biology applications, many words have the same prefix. The English dictionary contains many words that share the same suffix "ing" and so on. These observations may help design a more efficient algorithm for the specific application at hand. Another major concern should be whether the dictionary is static or dynamic. If the dictionary is static then preprocessing may be allowed, so that the best time-space tradeoffs are achieved; and even if the dictionary is dynamic, there may be some pre-knowledge on the possible distribution of words, that should be taken into account when designing the algorithm.
A similar observation is true for hashing algorithms. It was shown (e.g., [DKMMRT] , [FS] ) that if the dictionary is dynamic then a deterministic hashing algorithm cannot achieve constant search time using linear memory. [FKS] showed that if the dictionary is static, then it is possible to achieve constant search time using only linear memory.
Given the above, we next present four algorithms that take into account the size of the dictionary D and the distribution of words in it. We start by introducing two algorithms that are based on error correcting codes (see [PW] , [MS] for definitions of error correcting codes). Both algorithms map the dictionary into buckets by exploiting the property of error correcting codes that partition the space into spheres around code words. We show how to choose the code as to optimize the time and space tradeoff for a given dictionary D (see Section 4).
We then describe two algorithms, Sub and P a r t , that are based on the observation that two words are similar if they have a common subword. Algorithm Sub is D -oblivious and has low time and space complexity if the words are relatively short (see Section 5 ) . Algorithm Part is more adaptive to D, and can be designed to have almost optimal time and space complexity (see Section 6). The performance of both algorithms was tested on the Webster English dictionary (i.e., 1x1 = 26), and compared to that of "Ispell", the standard speller of Unix. Both algorithms were found to be significantly faster than "Ispell" , while incurring only a small cost in space. For example, "Ispell" needs time O(nlC() to find all the words in the dictionary of Hamming distance at most one from a given query of length n , while Part gives an answer in time O(1). These results are described in Section 7.
Problem Statement
Let U be a set of strings over an alphabet C. The strings may be all of the same length n or of different lengths. Let D c U be a dictionary of words, which is usually a sparse subset of U . Define the c -neighborhood of U E U with respect to
is some distance measure. The c -neighborhood of U E U with respect to D is defined in a similar way It is possible also to add the operation Swap (i.e., swap two adjacent letters in U ) . Note that each one of the operations exchange and swap can be achieved by just performing a delete followed by an insert operation, while only doubling the distance.
The Model
Any AQR algorithm A performs two basic steps: storing the dictionary D in memory and answering queries. These two steps can be described formally as follows:
1. Pre-process D: Use a multi-valued-function 
Complexity Measures
The performance of an AQR algorithm A can be measured by the space it uses to store D, and the time it needs to answer a query U E U. We define these measures as:
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Notice that we add the length I S , l to the time complexity, since the algorithm has to access IS, I buckets, and each such access can result in a separate costly disk access.
Algorithm A is space optimal if SPACE(A,D) = O(lDl), for every dictionary D. Algorithm A is time optimalif TIME(A, D, U ) = O(l+INc(u, D)I), for every dictionary D and for every query U E U (we add one, for one disk access).
Remark: It is possible also to measure the complexity of computing the functions STORE and SEARCH. Note, that it is more important to have an easy to compute function SEARCH, since the algorithm should be able to answer queries fast. Whereas, the function STORE will usually be used while pre-processing D, and therefore can be allowed to be more complicated to compute.
Two Basic AQR Algorithms
In order to demonstrate the above definitions and concepts, we introduce two simple A QR algorithms and state their performance. 
Time-Space Tradeoffs
Define for any AQR algorithmA two parameters TA and SA, that bound the performance of A compared to that of an optimal space and time AQR algorithm:
For the rest of this section, assume that U = En (i.e., all words are of length n ) , and that the Hamming distance is used. Thus, the size of a c-neighborhood in U is N , = (7)(lEl-1)i. Let I k = p c ( u l ) n N C ( u z ) l p n . --:
The main theorem we prove in this section is: 
Notice that the space complexity of the optimal time algorithm of Section 2.4 matches this lower bound, while there is a gap of fi between the lower bound and the time complexity of the optimal space algorithm presented there.
The underlying idea of the proof is to show that if the space used is small, then many queries access the same bucket, but each one may find in that bucket many irrelevant words. Proof: By Lemma 3.2, there exists a word w , for which at least 1/2 of the queries u E N c ( w ) find w in a bucket with at least N c / ( 2 T~) words.
The word w E U is mapped to at most SA buckets.
Else, SPACE(A, D)/lDl > SA, for a dictionary D that includes only w . Therefore by the pigeon hole principle, one of the buckets to which w is mapped, includes at least N~l(22-A) words and at least Nc/(2sA) queries access it.
0
We now turn to the second part of the proof. That is, we show a tradeoff between the number of words mapped to a bucket and the number of queries accessing that bucket. 
Algorithms Based on Error Correcting Codes
We present two AQR algorithms C O D E l and CODE2 that use error correcting codes as a main building block. Both algorithms exploit the structure of code words and spheres around them, in order to map the space U efficiently into buckets. For the rest of this section assume the Hamming distance is used, and all words are of length n .
Let C be an error correcting code over U, where U = E". The code C is called an ( n , t , d) -code if t is the maximum value such that the spheres of radius t around code words are disjoint, and d is the minimum value such that the spheres of radius t + d cover U (see [PW] or [MS] for a comprehensive description of error-correcting codes). The following AQR algorithms are a generalization of the two basic algorithms described in Section 2.4 (for t = d = O ) .
Informal Description of CODEl
Let C be an ( n , t , d)-code. There is a bucket B, for each code word x E C. The function STORE maps a word w E D to the bucket of the nearest code word.
The function SEARCH associates with each query u a search sequence S,, that includes all the buckets of code words at distance at most t + d + c from U. The c -neighborhood of U may have been mapped to these code words (and only to them), since each word is at distance 5 t + d from some code word.
Informal Description of CODE2
Let C be an 
Complexity of Algorithms C O D E l and C O D E 2
The following lemma will be used in the analysis of the algorithms: There are (:)(IC1 -1)' words at distance i from U.
Call them the i -neighbors of U. Let x be some code word at distance t + i from U. Then, exactly c: ' ) of the i -neighbors of U belong to Nt(x). Since the spheres of radius t around code words are disjoint, Hence the number of code words at distance at most
Complexity of Algorithm C O D E l
The space complexity of algorithm C O D E l is optimal, since each word w E D is mapped to exactly one code word. Thus
S P A C E ( C O D E 1 , D ) = IDI.
The time needed to answer a query U is composed of two parameters: the number of buckets that are accessed and the number of words found in each bucket. The length of search sequence of U is bounded by the number of code words at distance
Also, if x is a code word, then the bucket B, includes at most (Nt+d(z, D)l words. Thus by Lemma4.1:
T I M E ( C O D E 1 , D , U) 5

Complexity of Algorithm C O D E 2
The length of the search sequence of any query U is exactly one, and includes the bucket of the nearest code word to U. Denote this nearest code word by xu. The words that are mapped to the bucket of xu are all the words at distance 5 t + d + c from the code word xu. Hence the time complexity is:
To compute the space complexity we again use Lemma 4.1, since each word w E D is mapped to all code words at distance 5 t + d + c from it:
Remarks:
As already stated, each access to a bucket can result in a costly disk access. Thus algorithm C O D E 2 has an advantage in this sense over algorithm CODE1, since each query accesses exactly one bucket. The advantage of CODE2 grows when the dictionary D is sparse, because then its time complexity decreases. Where as the time complexity of C O D E l stays large, since each query accesses a large number of buckets in any case.
The complexity of the functions S T O R E and S E A R C H of both algorithms depends on the efficiency of decoding the code. Finding the nearest code word to some word, can be done by simply using the decoding function of the code. Again, algorithm C O D E 2 has some advantage over CODE1, since the function S E A R C H is easier to compute in CODES.
Choosing a Good Code
The complexity of algorithms C O D E l and
C O D E 2 depends highly on the parameters t and d
of the code. Since it is always possible to find a code with d 5 t , we concentrate first on choosing an optimal t. We then describe briefly some bounds on d.
Choosing 1
The dictionary D is usually sparse in U , and thus we can assume that most buckets will include significantly less words than were mapped to them. If we assume also that D is uniformly distributed, then we can choose t as to optimize the space and time complexity of the algorithms. The details are omitted and can be found in [HI.
Bounds on d
Both algorithms use a general ( n , t , d)-code, and their efficiency depends also on d. Hence an important question is to try to determine an upper bound on d that would guarantee the existence of an ( n , t , d ) -code, for any given n and t. An upper bound of d 5 t is easy to show, but no better general bound is known. This question is of independent interest to the study of error correcting codes, and some bounds were given for special types of codes (see [CKMS] ). A special subclass of codes are the perfect codes. An (n,t)-perfect code, is a code for which the spheres of radius t are disjoint and every vector is at distance at most t from some code word (i.e., d = 0). Perfect codes exist for only very restricted values of n and t.
The Hamming code is a binary perfect code for t = 1 and n = 2' -1. The Golay code is perfect for n = 23 and t = 3. It was proven that no other interesting perfect codes exist ([VI).
An (n,t)-quasi perfect code is a code for which spheres of radius t around code words are disjoint, and every vector is at distance at most t + 1 from some code word (i.e., d = 1). For t = 1 there exists a binary quasi perfect code for any n = 2' -2; for t = 2 there exists a binary quasi perfect code for any n = 4' -1 (see [GS] ). Many other quasi-perfect codes were found (see [ 
MS]).
A list of all known best cods for n 5 128 can be found in [B] . For most practical applications these codes will do.
Algorithm Subwords -Subqueries
In this section we present an AQR algorithm called Subwords -Subqueries (Sub), which is based on the observation that words are similar if they have a common subword. The space and time complexity of this algorithm depends on the length of the words (and not on E), and thus the algorithm is efficient when the words and queries are relatively short. The algorithm can find the neighbors of a given query for either the Levenstein or the Hamming distance.
A word x will be called an i -subword of w , if it is possible to derive x from w by i delete operations.
Thus of course d ( x , w ) 5 i.
Informal Description of Sub
There is a bucket B, for each x that is an i - The function SEARCH associates with each query U E U a search sequence S,, that includes the buckets of all the i -subwords of U , for i = O , l , ..., c. The buckets accessed by S, include all the words at distance at most c delete and c insert steps from U . Thus they also include all words that are at most c exchange or swap steps from U . If we want to find only neighbors for the Hamming distance, then it is enough to store and search only the c -subwords of each word (since two words of the same length at distance at most c from each other, must have a common c -subword).
Complexity of Algorithm Sub
Each word w E D is mapped to the buckets of all its i -subwords, for i = 0,1, ..., c. If the length of w is Iwl, then w has (' :I) such subwords. Denote by Dj the set of all words in D of length j , and let max be the length of the longest word in D . Then the total space used is:
Given a query U E U, we search the buckets of all its i -subwords, for i = 0,1, ..., c. Thus the length of the search sequence of U is ( 1; ' ) . f i c ( u , D ) the set of all words in D at distance at most c delete operations and c insert operations ffom U . The buckets searched include only words from Ne(u, D ) (at most c delete steps to get from U to the subword x that represents a given bucket B,, and at most c insert steps to get from x to another word in B,). Hence:
Denote by
The analysis for the Hamming distance is similar.
Algorithm IC -Partition
We now present an AQR algorithm called kPartition ( P a r t ) , which is based on ideas similar to algorithm Sub, that is, storing and searching subwords. The worst time and space complexity of this algorithm may be as bad as that of the algorithm Sub, but in most practical applications its performance is much better. The basic idea is to partition each word and query into k parts, using some fixed partition P , where k > c. Any two words U , w with distance d(u, w ) 5 c, have at least k -c identical parts, and can be compared using these parts. The partition P will be called a kpartition. A word x will be called a ( P , k , c ) -subword of w , if it is composed of exactly k -c parts of w , under the partition P . We first show how to find neighbors of Hamming distance at most c from a given query, and then generalize the algorithm for the Levenstein distance (see Appendix B) .
Informal Description of Part for the Hamming Distance
Denote by max the length of the longest word in D.
For all the words of length i (i = 1,2, ..., max) choose a fixed partition Pi that partitions words of length i into k parts. Any partition into k parts is allowed; that is, each part can include any set of letters (not necessarily consecutive) but the parts must be disjoint. Define a bucket B, for each word x that is a (Pi, k , c ) -subword of some word of length i in D.
The function S T O R E maps a word w E D to all the buckets of its (q,,,~, k , c ) -subwords.
The function SEARCH associates with each query U E U a search sequence S, that includes the buckets of all the (plul, k, c) -subwords of U.
Complexity of Algorithm Part
Each word w E D is mapped to the buckets of all its (P, k, c) -subwords, for some partition P that partitions w into k parts. The number of ( P , k, c) -subwords is exactly (t) (i.e., all the ways to choose k -c parts from a total of k parts). Therefore:
The length of the search sequence of any query U is (t) for the Hamming distance, and slightly more for the Levenstein distance. The problem is to determine the total number of words in the buckets accessed by the search sequence of U , and the number of words in these buckets that do not belong to N, (u, 0) . The performance of the algorithm can be improved significantly by choosing a partition that does not create large buckets. If large buckets do occur, then it is possible to use a second partition to distribute the words in them to sub-buckets. This process can continue until every bucket contains only a constant number of words. Recall that these computations can be done during the preprocessing stage of D. In Section 7 it is shown that for the English dictionary, there exists a partition for which the average bucket includes only a constant number of words. Thus the average time complexity for the English dictionary is
there are dictionaries for which any partition creates large buckets (e.g., a dictionary that includes all the words in some large sphere).
It is an open problem to determine for what dictionaries there exists a good partition.
6.3
The simplest possible 2 -par2ilion splits each word to a prefix and suffix of equal length. Such a partition can find neighbors at distance at most one from a given query. Consider the following dictionary and the set of buckets created for it:
Examples of k -partitions I creature I junction 1 juncture I position I
The query "pisition" will be searched by its prefix and suffix. Its prefix, "pisi", does not match any of the prefix-buckets, but its suffix "tion", matches bucket 4. Therefore, we search bucket 4 for neighbors and find the word "position". looks for 2-neighbors m 6 buckets:
Comparison of Algorithms
In this section we give a short comparison of the performance of three AQR algorithms on the Webster English dictionary (i.e., 1x1 = 26). The Webster dictionary includes 234,936 words. The algorithms checked were: "Ispell" , Sub and Part. All three algorithms were supposed to find all the neighbors at distance at most one (i.e., c = 1) from a given query.
The space used by each algorithm is specified in Table  1 . "Ispell" uses an algorithm similar to the Optimal space algorithm described in Section 2.3, and thus uses optimal space. Algorithm Sub stores a word of length j in j buckets for the Hamming distance (the buckets of all its 1 -subwords), and j + 1 buckets for the Levenstein distance (the buckets of all its 1 -subwords and the bucket of the word itself). Denote by Dj the set of English words of length j, and by maz the length of the longest English word. Then the total space used by Sub is jlD, I for the Hamming distance and (DI +C'?z: jlDj I for the Levenstein distance (see Section 5.21. The partition used for algorithm Part was a partition into k = c + 1 = 2 parts. Therefore each word was stored in 2 buckets, thus using a total space of 2101.
In order to compute the time complexity, we checked for each algorithm how many words were mapped to each bucket (worst and average case), and how many buckets each algorithm accessed in order to answer a query.
Algorithm Space used for Hamming Dist. IsDell
ID1
Space used for Levenstein Dist. The average time needed to answer a query was then computed by adding the number of buckets accessed (i.e., the length of the search sequence) to the average number of words found in all buckets accessed. These results are described in Tables 1 and 2 . Note that all the units in the tables are units of words. The length of the search sequence of "Ispell" for a given query U is INc(u)I. Thus for c = 1, the length of the search sequence is 1 + n(lC1-1) for the Hamming distance, and 1 + n(lC1-1) + n + ( n + 1)lCl for the Levenstein Distance. We used the length of the search sequence as a lower bound on the time needed by "Ispell" to answer a query; although in practice the time complexity may be even larger when the algorithm actually finds neighbors and has to read them. The length of the search sequence of algorithm Part for c = 1 , k = 2, is 2 for the Hamming distance, and 6 for the Levenstein distance. The best partition into 2 parts that was found for words of length 9 is: the lst, 3rd, 6th, 8th letters in one part, and the 2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 9th letters in the second part. For the Levenstein distance, each word was partitioned to a prefix of length 4 and a s u e of length 5. Note that the results for Part are better for the Hamming distance, when it is possible to choose the partition. The length of the search sequence of algorithm Sub for queries of length j, is j for the Hamming distance and j + 1 for the Levenstein distance.
Sub Part
In general, the results show that for the Hamming distance and c = 1, "Ispell" uses space ID1 and needs n(nlC1) time to answer a query. Algorithm Sub uses space nIDl and average time O(n), while algorithm Part uses space 2101 and average time O(1). For the Levenstein distance algorithm Sub is slightly faster than P a r t , and both are superior to "Ispell".
